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te For Trip To
nderson 16 Changed
Friday, June 16,
airman Advises
nty-fivc women and 12
have thus far volunteered
a
to Henderson and give
of blood each to the Red
tot use as plasma to aid
ed fighting men, Mrs.
Dobbins, chairman of the
committee in charge, said
v. One-half of the necesrs have been pledged and
re blood donors are needsaid.
of the local donation has
changed from Tuesday,
13 to Friday, June 16,
Dobbins said, and this is
to enable others to
leer for this vital war serfor local gifts -iff blood
1 o'clock in the morning
in the afternoon and all
rs from here are asked
at the appointed center, in
o, promptly at 11
who have volunteered
far include: C. A. Horn,
Lisanby, Mark .CunningMesdames Chas. E. Gadecil Hollowell, Hazelteen
Barney Jones, Bertie
Ella May McElroy, Sam
Glover Lewis, Henry
, Ed Wilson, Jeanne Ramis Glover, Emery DobMr. and Mrs. Alvin LisMiss June Young, John
g, G. M. Pedley, Rev.
Smith, Princeton.
dames Mary Perkins,
Perkins, Evangeline
Louise Shinall, Margaret
Mary Jane Baker, Lucile
Misses Myr' Rice, 131onearod, Gwendolyn Ordway;
Ray, Arlie Vinson, Cooper
eh William Young and
Ordway, Fredonia.
leers are asked to teleNo. 404 or No. 511, or
John Ed Young at his
as soon as possible, Mrs.
said.

Boisture Named
ia Scoutmaster
Boisture has been named
aster for Fredonia's new
of troop and has acarea Scout headquarters
ensboro advised local
Tuesday. The new troop's
Lon for a charter will go
this week, W. M.
Fredonia, said.

Benefit Earns
For Tb. Fund
Elks' benefit party Saturht was well attended and
'as realized from ticket
or the lodge's tuberculod, Billie T. Gresham, exruler, said
Monday.
prizes, donated by memded to the gross, so that
as the total gained. Mrs.
Harralson won a prize
Mg number of pennies
•rt milk bottle, her award
cake baked and donated
Williard Mitchell. Miss
Cole gave an exhibition
dancing which was roundlauded. as was a concert
ler High School orcheser K. V. Bryant.
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Asked To
Sweet Potakies

the time to make plans
Wig more sweet potabe sold to the KentuckyFood
Cooperative,
Ville, an announcement
eek declared. Prices will
er and there will be no
for field crates, the co'e states. Nancy Hall
rto Rican are the only
favored and certified
Plants may be obtained
sting the county agent's
IS

Seabee Mascot

Council Seeks To
Have Sidewalks
Of City Improved

New Boy SEO-ut
Field Executive

Another Examination
To Fill Local Vacancy
Expected To Be Held,
Department Advises

Property Owners Are
Asked To Make Repairs
Provided For By
Ordinance
A proposal to have repairs
made on concrete sidewalks on
several streets in Princeton, or
to have new sidewalks constructed, was discussed at Monday
night's regular meeting of the
City Council. It was -decided to
ask property owners to comply
with the ordinance governing
sidewalks, without the city having to resort to enforcement.
The Council voted to pay
Black & Veach, Kansas City
consulting engineers, $650 for a
survey, to be made this summer
of the sewerage disposal situation here, a report' and recommendations to follow.
A permit, authorizing erection
of an annex to Cherry's restaurant on West Main street, accoming to requirements of the
State Health Board, was granted.
The meeting was attended by
Councilman Blackburn, Jones,
Hammonds, Lacey and Morgan,
Mayor Cash presiding.

All Applicants
For Postmaster
Fail To Qualify

Six-year-old Jimmie Carrick,
mascot of Seabees overseas,
reads fan mail at his home in
Pittsburgh, Pa., as he awaits
trip to hospital.
Brown-eyed
Jimmie who has been confined
to his bed for five years with a
spinal ailment may walk soon.
(AP Wirephoto).

8th Graders Get
Diplomas Saturday
Public Invited To Exercises In Courthouse
At 1:30 O'Clock

Commencement exercises for
150 Eighth grade graduates of
the Caldwell county schools will
be held in the circuit courtroom
of the courthouse here Saturday
afternoon, beginning
at 1:30
o'clock, with K. R. Cummins delivering the address.
Rev. A. D. Smith will pronounce the invoatien and the
benediction, the girls quartet of
Fredonia High School will sing
several numbers, and Supt. E. F.
Farmers Invited To
Blackburn will present diplomas.
The public is invited to attend.
Contact Project Office
Members of the County board of
For Livestock Aid.
Education are Lexie B. HoleThe U. S. Department of Agri- man, chairman; Floyd E. Jones,
culture, Soil Conservation Ser- C. E. Lowery, Fred Nichols and
vice, advocates raising more live- G. H. Marshall.
stock in this vicinity, because
soil is more suited to production Cub Pack To Meet In
of pasture and hay than to ex- Butler Gym Tuesday Night
Princeton's Cub Pack No. 239
tensive cultivation of row crops.
In order to economically produce will hold its regular monthly
livestock it is necessary that each meeting in the Butler High
farmer utilize as much pasture School gymnasium Tuesday
and hay as possible.
night, May 30, starting at 7:30
To facilitate this program of o'clock. The public is invited to
livestock production, Soil Con- attend, the Rev. John N. Fox,
servation Service has initiated Cubmaster, said.
a program of hay and pasture
land development on the Land Eastside Cannery To
between
project,
Utilization
Dawson Springs and Hopkins- Start Work June 15
ville. First of these pastures de- For Early Vegetables
veloped will be made available
The cannery at Eastside will
to the public, Monday, May 29, open for early canning June 15.
at a reasonable rental rate. This Persons who will be ready to
pasture land has been improved can early peas or other food bewith both phosphate and lime- fore that date are urged to constone, is fenced, and has Suffi- tact Mary Magurean, who will
cient water.
arrange the time. The cannery
Hay cutting privileges are also will be open Friday, May 26,
available to farmers in this vi- during the afternoon, and Tuescinity, which it is believed will day, May 30.
materially assist in increasing
livestock production. At present,
Rumsey Taylor, Jr., Wiris
alfalfa hay is available for cutting and other types will be McCallie Athletic Cup
I Rumsey Taylor, Jr., who was
available later.
Farmers interested in obtain- graduated with high scholastic
ing additional hay or pasture to standing from McCallie Preparaaid them in increasing their live- tory School, Chattanooga, Tenn.,
stock production are invited to Monday, was awarded the coaches' trophy, a gold loving cup, at
contact the project office.
commencement exercises "For
contributing most during the
Cancer Campaign Nets
year to McCallie's athletic
Almost $300 Here
victories." He was a letter winAlmost $300 was donated here ner in football, basketball and
as Princeton and Caldwell coun- track.
ty's contribution to the Cancer
Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor
control campaign, conducted lo- attended the finals and returncally under sponsorship of the ed home with Rumsey, Jr.,
Woman's Club, Mrs. F. K. Wylie Monday night.
and Mrs. Medley Pool, co-chairmen, it was reported Tuesday. Local Shriners Attend
The campaign ended May 15, as
Festival
far as solicitation of donations Rizpah Spring
Walter Towery and B. B.
was concerned. Home visitations
approxicontinued another week, to in- Bointnott, officers, and
of Rizpah
form persons about the move- mately 30 nobles
Temple, went to Franklin, Ky.,
tailed $25.
this morning to attend a spring
novices from
Mrs. Blair Berleigh, Birming- ceremonial. Eight
others from
ham, Mich., is visiting her moth- Princeton and 103
"tread the hot
er, Mrs. Shell Smith, Eddyville the district will
sands on the Road to Mecca."
Road.

U. S. Pasture, Hay
Offered To Public

Thirteen persons who took the
Civil Service Commission's
examination as applicants for
postmaster here were notified
last week by the Postoffice
Department that nine made a
satisfactory grade. From Washington this week comes information that another examination
probably will be held to fill the
vacancy created by the resignation of Pres J. Blackburn, altho no date for this has been decided upon.
Highest grade made by any of
the applicants was 65.40, the
Postoffice Department advised,
and 70 is required before a candidate for postmaster is considered as having a qualifying status.
Quite a number of the candidates
were eliminated because of lack
of necessary business experience
and two were cancelled because
of residence, The Leader was
informed.
It is anticipated that new
applicants may appear for the
next exomination,. date if which
will be forthcoming after the
Postoffice Department has given
study to the case, The Leader
was advised.
Thise who competed in the
examination were Ira T. Sholar,
Kelsey R. Cummins, H. L. Stevens, William E. Jones, Harvey
Moore, Dow Morse, Miss Margie
0. Amoss, James W. McCaslin,
Mrs. Maggie Van Hooser, W.
Conway.. Lacey, Elmer Cook,
Addison W. Jones and Virgil
Smith.

S. J. Lowry Named
War Fund Leader
Will Direct Campaign
In Six Neighboring ,
Counties In October
S. Jr Lowry, superintendent
of the West Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Sub-Station
here, has been appointed chairman for six counties of Kentucky War Fund, Incdrporated,
and has accepted, he said this
week. Mr. Lowery plans to attend a State meeting of War
Fund leaders at Lexington, June
3, at which plans will be outlined for this year's financial
campaign, to be held in Kentucky during the month of October.
Counties in Mr. Lowery's district include Caldwell, Christian,
Trigg, Livingston, Lyon, and
Crittenden. County chairmen
will be named soon, Mr. Lowry
said. Grayson Harrolson was
chairman for Caldwell county's
first War Fund drive last year.
Robert E. Lee Hill, Columbia,
Mo., president of the Missouri
State War Chest, Inc., executive
secretary-elect of the Missouri
Bankers' Association, and past
president of Rotary International
will address the first annual
meeting of the Kentucky War
Fund leaders, at Lexington, Dr.
Frank L. McVey, chairman has
announced.
In addition to the distinguished
director of alumni activities of
the University of Missouri, the
the Kentucky War Fund will
also introduce Liu Liang-Mo,
New York City, recently of
Shanghai, whd will bring first
hand news of China's role in the
United Nations war effort.

Dairy Demonstration On
Sparks Farm Attracts
Representative Group

Approximately 25 farmers and
other interested guests visited
the W. C. Sparks farm Wednesday afternon for a field demonstration of dairy practices, looking toward increased production
of feed. W. C. Johnstone, field
agent in agronomy; Lynn Copeland, field agent in dairying;
H. H. Fortenberry, county itgent
of Garrard county; J. F. Graham
and Mr. Sparks led various disGraham said, stressing the im- cussions. The tour lasted slightportance to farmers of putting ly more than an hour.
up all the hay they possibly can
because of the shortage of grain Rural Mail Carriers

rchants and Employers Are Asked
Help Farmers With Hay Harvest
arila who close their
Thursday afternoons and
.P1°Y" may be of valueLitance to their farmer
11 and make a contributhe war effort
by voluntheir services for bay
C°url1/' Agent J. V.
"id this week,
par is now ready for
lir Graham said and
are in a critioll
tinY lack
*dr

News . .. Pictures . . . Features
In Readable, RiVional Balance
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Volunteer Blood
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barns without undue delay,
which increases the hazard of
getting it wet, thereby destroyvalue.
ing a great part of its feed
its cost.
Persons who wish to accept feed and
for meat for next
Outlook
regto
asked
this challenge are
have stated reofauthorities
Agent's
year,
ister at the County
fice, stating when and under cently, is estimated to be 10
what conditiotui they will be pounds less for each person in
available.
the United Stites. This will be
Last year Caldwell county far.IR ., • for ,livestock

To Meet Here May 30
Rural mall carriers of the
First and Second congressional
districts will hold an all-day
meeting at the COurthouse here
Tuesday, May 30. About 100
members are expected to attend,
Henry Price, carrier for

Rru

Number 47

Women, Girls Will
Sell Poppies For
Veterans Saturday
Legion Auxiliary Sponsors One-Day Effort
To Get Funds For
Welfare Work

E. D. Brantley
E. D. Brantley, field executive,
has been added to the professional staff of the Western Kentucky Area Council, Boy Sciuts
of America. Mr. Brantley, a native of Crittenden county, will
be assigned to the HopkinsWebster and Three-Rivers Districts of the Western Kentucky
Area Council. Mr. Brantely and
his wife, the former Jane E.
Lester, Eddyville, will reside in
Madisonville.
Mr. Brantley graduated from
Mattoon High School in 1938
and attended
Murray
State
Teachers College until June,
1941. Before coming to the professional service of Scouting, he
was employed by the United
States Engineers, Louisville District, and was located in Louisville, Morganfield and Henderson, doing his work in military
construction. Mr. and Mrs. Brantley are members of the, Baptist
Church and have both served
as Sunday School teachers. Mr.
Brantley is a former Scoutmaster.
The addition of Mr. Brantley
to the staff brings to a total of
four professional Scouters in
the Western Kentucky Area
Council, to serve the 13 counties
qf the Council. The current
Council finance campaign to
raise a total of $15,500, plus a
special finance project by the
coal operators and miners in the
counties of Muhlenberg, Hopkins and Webster, will permit
the Council to expand its professional leadership, especially
in this district.
Mr. Brantley will. also serve
as camp director of the George
W. Hogg Memorial Scout Camp,
this
summer. The
Council
staff now consists of W. Q.
Potter, Scout executive; __ltis
Henson, assistant Scout executive, and Field Executives W. W.
Chumbler and E. D. Brantley.

Five Seniors Get
Awards For Work
Gloria Koltinsky and
Marjorie Stembridge
Tie For English Prize
Gloria Koltinsky and Marjorie"%tembridge, tied, were each
awarded $35 first prize in the
annual Rose Goldnamer Memorial English contest for Butler
High seniors at commencement
exercises last Thursday night,
K. V. Bryant made the presentations.
John Moss won the Rumsey
Taylor award for best sportsmanship in high school athletic
cOmpetition. Mr. Taylor made
this presentation .for the 18th
time.
Eulah Young and Doris Jean
Bright were winners of two
Goldnamer Store awards to girls
of Butler home economics classes for best workmanship on
apparel of their own making.
Mary Magurean presented these
.stvards.

The American Legion Auxiliary, with Mrs. Willie Larkin as
chairman of the committee, is
sponsoring the annual Poppy
Day sale here Saturday,• May
27, with every penny realized
going to welfare and rehabilitation of veterans of World War
No. 1 and No. 2, it is announced.
Mrs. H. W. Blades, Jr., president of the local Auxiliary
unit, Mesdames D. E. Tudor,
Jake Meyers, Alvin Lisanby,
Dave Jennings, Ernest Childress,
Frank T. Linton, R. W. Lisanby,
John Eison,
Beckner, 'and
Miss Jaunita Baker will be
active in the poppy sale, with
members of the Girl Scouts assisting. It is hoped 1,500 poppies will be sold here this year
as the need is much greater now
before, Auxiliary
than ever
leaders said.
"Many persons have wondered
what will become of the money
collected by the volunteer workers Saturday, May 27. I wish
everyone could see what help
this money brings to the disabled and their families. Children left fatherless by two
world wars are the special concern of the Legion and the
Auxiliary. Their needs are often great, especially their human needs. We try to give
them comfort, both for body
and mind.
"Of course the government
looks after the physical welfare
of the disabled men who are in
hospitals in almost every state,
but there are things which the
government cannlat provide, such
as understanding- aid and personal attention that so often help
a disabled man and which often
help to keep a family together
when the chief breadwinner is
incapacitated.
"This is,what the money from
the poppy sale helps to accomplish. And we hope this 'year
more and more people will buy
the poppies And show their interest in and their sympathy
for the men who have fought for
them and are now struggling to
get back to the point where they
can again become self supporting," Mrs. Larkin said.
The poppies are made by disabled war veterans in government hospitals and in convalescent workrooms maintained by
the American Legion auxiliary
Many 'hundreds of veterans unable to do other work are given
employment during the winter
and spring months, their annual earnings exceeding $100,000.
This year more than 13 million
poppies were made in 66 hospitals and 41 workrooms.
Attends Convention of
Arkansas Bankers Assn.
Henry Sevison, president of
the First National Bank, went to
Hot Springs, Ark., Sunday where
he is attending the annual convention of the Arkansas Bankers
Association as a special guest.
Mr. Sevison was a federal bank
examiner in Arkansas for 7
years, prior to coming to Princeton.

Col. Peyton "Winloch
Addresses Kiwanians

Colonel Peyton Winlock, commanding officer of the Prisonerof-War Camp, Camp Breckinridge, was guest speaker at
weekly
Wednesday's
regular
meeting of the Kiwanis Club. He
discussed provision of the Geneva Conference, under which
prisoners are handled, and recited numerous humorous incidents of his army experience
‘this Joyce. Farmer,, Clarksand present work.
dale, Mississippi, spent several
days here this week with he'
parents, Mr. and. Mrs.. Euen Armstrong Honored By
Farmer, Franklin Street.
State Sportsmen's League
1111110M11161010,1111.10111.100.111010.11.11101111111".
W. D. Armstrong, horticulturist, at the Experiment Substation here ana president of the
Cakkvall County Ga2110 and Fish
Association, was elected vice
Kentucky
of the
president
Today's is a seller's marke
Sportsmen's League, in annual
Natio
. . . the liveliest this.
Convention at Lexington Monor this communiy ever saw
day. He represents the First conIf you have something o
gressional district in his new cathe farm or at home yo
pacity with the Sportsmen's
don't need and want to se
League. Dennie Cocoa, Somerfor cash, now is the ide
set, was reelected president.
time. Users of The Leader'
Classified column „ay the
.
1 Miss Marlin Howton, of West
are amazed at the action the
Palm Springs, Florida, is the
get for a very small invest
guest of 1111sR Dorothy Vitae,
meat. Try a classified ad.
and other friends here. She will
The Leader.
remain in Princeton about a
month.
Issf

Do You Want To
Sell Something?""

State Asks Title To
Land For New Park

N

Purchase Leaders Urged To Support Plan For
$500,000 Appropriation By Legislature To
Develop Recreation Area Near Gilbertsville
Prospects for a modern, well equipped recreational area, with its center near Eggner's Ferry bridge,
brightened
materially this week following a visit of
State Commissioner of Conservation. Harold Browning
to western Kentucky where he won enthusiastic backing of representative groups of citizens from Fulton,
Mayfield, Paducah and other Purchase cities for the
project.
A movement is afoot for TVA to convey acreage near
the new Kentucky Dam to the State of Kentucky, Mr.
Browning said here Saturday during a visit to The
Leader office, and when this is done, he expects to begin a State-wide campaign to enlist public support for
a $500,000 appropriation for development of the recreational area, when the Legislature, meets for its
next regular session, early in 1946.
Living near Norris Dam, at
Williamsburg, Commissioner Browning is thoroughly familiar with what the federal
project there has meant to large
of southeastern KentucGraduate Veterinarian sections
ky and northeastern Tennessee.
pens Office at Frank-. From out-of-state visitors alone,
in and Harrison Streets millions of dollars come into the
territory each year, Mr. BrownDr. Ralph W. Blazier and Mrs.
ing said. He envisions the same
Blazier, who have lived the thing, but on a much
larger
last 2. years at Elkton, Todd scale, will result when the
Kencounty, where he has practiced tucky Dam is completed. The
his veterinary profession with proposed recreational project,
Dr. Vilo T. Rose, one of the the commissioner said, will afleading veterinarians of the ford camping, fishing, swimming,
State, have moved to Princeton boating and all other outdoor
and are now living in the Shut- facilities which will attract miltleworth apartments, N. Harri- lions of visitors to the area,
son street.
while providing an ideal vacaDr. Blazier has opened his of- tion spot for persons living nearfice in the building, comer by.
Franklin and Market Streets,
The Gilbertsville Dam is well
formerly occupied by Mitchell on its way to completion and
Brothers. He is a graduate of water will be impounded in the
Kansas State University, where huge Kentucky Lake, largest inhe took his degree in a 4-year land body of water on this concourse of veterinary medicine tinent, sometime late this sumand surgery. He comes here mer, TVA has announced. Mr.
highly recommended.
Browning hopes, by enlisting
Announcement of office hours progressive civic groups and
and other information appears conservation-minded individuals
on Page 8 of this issue of The all over the State, but especially
Leader.
in tjais section, to create a great=
public demand for proper
DON'T ABANDON YOUR development of a sight-seeing
and recreational project near the
VICTORY GARDEN, OR
great TVA dam which will be
FOOD WILL BE SCARCE the magnet for countless tourMany foods are now raists, when the war is over.
tion-free and others low in
There is little doubt, federal
point value because of last
and State officials believe, that
year's production. Victory
post-war travel, for vacation, reGardeners and canners had
creation and relaxation from
a large part in bringing this
pressure of the war, will reach
about, says OPA.
unprecedented heights . . . and
"This year food needs will
Please turn to back page
be greater than ever. Armed
forces will require 40 percent of the entire 1944 commercial pack of canned
fruits and vegetables. That is
10 percent more than they
took last year.
Homemakers Sell Eggs
"Abandoning sour Victory
To
Aid Campaign; Cash
Garden this year will help
•
Gifts
Wanted
to create a food scarcity next
year," the federal agency
Excellent progress has been
warns.
made during the last 10 days in
the campaign here to obtain
funds for equipping a dayroom
Farm Bureau Wants
for the 290th Field Artillery
Implement and Supply
Observation Battalion at Camp
Campbell, Mrs. Henry Sevison,
Places Open Thursdays
Farm Bureau directors are chairman, said this week.
Of especial interest, Mrs. Seviunanimous in their expression
that merchants dealing in farm son said, is the sale of eggs by
equipment and supplies should members of Homemakers clubs
refrain open Thursday afternons to raise money for their contrito take care of emergencies that butions. Cash gifts also have
may arise, M. P. Brown, presi- been received from the Booklovers Club and the Wood Circle.
dent, said Saturday.
Mrs. Henry Prince, MadisonMr. Brown said it is recognized
that all merchants need time to ville, street, has donated a phonwork victory gardens, but that ograph and records and more
with daylight saving time, there records are wanted, Mrs. Seviis a great deal of daylight be- son said. She asks that persons
who will ive r6cords, telephone
tween 5 o'clock and sunset.
He said a breakdown rerulting 435.
Cash contributions are to -be
in a few hours' loss of time in
some farm operations, causes left with John E. Young.
bsses which cannot be made up
Growers ceiling prices on
Mrs. Mitchell Clift and son, strawberries in this district for
Marsh Mitchell, left last Thurs- the remainder of the season are:
/
2 cents; quart, 321
day for Ft. Blanding, Florida, pint, 161
/
2
where they are visiting Pvt. cents; pound, 21% cents and
Mitchell Clift, who is stationed crate, $7.80, OPA announced
Tuesday.
in the Army there.

•

Dr. Ralph Blazier
In Practice Here

Dayroom Drive
Meeting Success

Parents Urged lo Prevent Boys
From‘Shooting Any Song Bi▪rds
Frankfort, May 21—Shooting
bluebirds, catbirds,on
woodpeckers, and other song and in
sectivorous birds with BB guns,
air rifles, or other weapons-is a
feljeral offense, bringing a maximum sentence of $500 in fines,
itnonths in jail, or both, according to information received
by J. M. Perkins, director of the
Division of atne and Fish, from
the Fish and Wildlife Service,
U. S. Department of the Interior.
With suminer vacations uncles
way, youngsters are apt to take
out the!. BB guns or air rifles
to do a little pot shooting at
song birds in the
ighbor's gar-

den or in the nearby woods,
Perkins said,.and parents are
urged to warn their children not
to shoot feathered creatures.
Aside from the fact that song
birds make a garden or farm
more attractive the birds are
economically important.
Many birds are beneficial because they eat insects that otherwise would be injurious to
plants and crops.
Birds may be given credit for
being One of the greatest controlling factors in limiting development of insect pests and in
preventing many disastrous outbreak.

•
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Reflecting Our Pride And
Gratitude To The Fighters
Sunday was "I Am an American Day."
And all the foregoing week our fighting
men in Italy gave us fresh cause for pride
in them and in the nation Whose cause they
80 gloriously support.
In the South Pacific, in Burma, in China
and around the world, other young Americans add glory to our military and naval
traditions and honor to themselves, with
abundant lustre shed upon the home front
which is backing them up.
A few brief years ago "I Am an American Day" was instituted and its observance fostered by patriots high and low who
thought they saw signs that the Nation's
youth was drifting away from the sound
and tested traditions our forefathers died to
establish under George Washington. School
. . . and
pupils marched, bands played
sometimes civilians along the route knew
enough to take off their hats, hold them
properly and stand facing the flag as it
passed by.
Evidence was plain enough, back there,
that we needed lessons to bolster anew the
determination of a free people to remain
that way and to teach i adults and youth
alike a better apprecianon of the blessings
we enjoy under the Stars and Stripes.
We were called a soft and foolish nation,
engaged in the pleasant business of living
well . .. far better than the citizens of
other lands; and in pursuing the Almighty
Dollar; and our enemies made the fatal
error of believing we would not fight, to

Woccasecca

preserve our way of life . . . because it
would be too much trouble and because we
had grown feeble for lack of that stern and
rigid iscipline which made the Colonies
staunch enough to win free from Britain.
Now we are proving that "Freemen Still
Stand Between Their Loved Homes and
War's Desolation;" and.ever shall stand,
for the right and for humanity as the song
and the Declaration of Independence set it
forth.
This year "I Am an American Day"
brings us new faith that "Our Cause It IS
Just" and unremitting determination to protect ourselves, yes and the lesser nations of
the world, from any% catastrophe such as
Hitler's menace and_Tojo's, whenever and
wherever they may arise.
No longer do we need to be told, in the
United States, that "The Price .of Liberty
is Eternal Vigilance."
At least, we need no such admonition this
year, or next.
The war has burned away much dross
from our American way of life, will destroy
more ere it ends. Yet, no price is too great
to achieve victory. So say we all, as we dedicate ourselves again and always as
Americans to steadfast and purposeful effort at home which will reflect for our
fighters the depth of our pride in them . . .
and our gratitude for their sacrifices in
rkeeping this The Land of the Free and the
Home of the Brave.

opened in the courthouse to receive enlistments of young men and boys, just out of
school, who would volunteer to help on the
farms of Caldwell county. More than 20
enrolled immediately; and through the
summer, squads of stu,rdy boys rendered
invaluable aid in .numerous fields which, in
turn, produced crops to help win the war
and feed the home front.
This can and should be done again, now.
The Minute Men of the schools are available at once. They are ready and willing;
yes, will be proud, to help with all their
might in sci important a job as providing
the stuff without which no army fights
well.
Their older brothers are 4n the armed
forces, or will soon be plugging holes on
the beachheads of Europe. What could be
more to their liking right now than to accept a soldiering job on the farms . . . thus
helping to man the home front in a manner
which will speed victory?

No Chance, Governor
Governor Willis, who we still think
means well .. . except that first and last
he means to lift the Republican party well
into the front rank in Kentucky and himself well into the GOP national political
picture, if he can, has done nothing to help
himself with the Legislature or with the
public in calling the special session for the
sole purpose of permitting him to make
good just one of his numerous campaign
promises.
The Governor is trying his best to bluff
the Democrats, elected in majority to both
houses of the governing body, into giving
him carte blanche with the money saved so
frugally by Keen Johnson during 4 years of
efficient State government and earmarked
from the start for use in improving, repairing and modernizing the several institutions, and for providing tuberculosis hospitals. The bluff will be called.
The Governor cannot buy this Denlocratic
Legislature with jobs because within his
own party there are too many demands for
the places he has left to pass out, if for no
other reason. We like to think there is
another reason: That the Democrats, well
knowing their party will again be in corn-

plete charge of the State government three
and one-half years hence, are mindful of
their responsibility now to deal fairly with
all the people and to cope with all the emergencies which exist today, rather than with
the school emergency only.
If the Governor wants to raise the money
with which to make goodi his promise to the
school teachers, as Governori ChandlOr and
Johnson raised the money to meet' all expenses of their administrations, the Democrats in the Legislature will go along with
him, quickly and with pleasure. If he wants.
to play hot politics with the budget, overspend his income, line up the powerful
school lobby for himself and the GOP ...
all by dipping into the cash reserve built
up by his two immediate predecessors . . .
it is highly unlikely the Democrats will
write him a blank check.
Governor Willis, while -posing as unselfly desirous of helping the schools retain
enough teachers for next year's work, is
actually . . . and very plainly, playing the
most obnoxious kind- of partisan politics.
He has absolutely no chance, we think, of
success.

One Thing Needful
In a world so ingeniously organized that
every last man, woman and child would be
properly housed, clothed, and fed, the problem still would be, What to do with life? .
For example, social workers have come to
see that what the poor need more desperately than even material aid is a new grip
on life, a new attitude toward the world.
Something spiritual.
Physicians have long recognized that
many of the deep-seated maladies of manbind are.ectually diseases of the ego rather than of the body.
Ministers of religion constantly remind
their people that to be transformed in estate means first a transformation of mind

and heart and motive .. . .
The difference between'a sick and a
sound civilization is more °hen measured
by ttie absence of these spiritual factors
than it is by the absence of material factors. .. .
It is for lack of vision that a people perishes, not for lack of material resources.—
Evansville (Ind.) Courier.
1111
The nickel is the only modern Ameritan
coin not carrying the words "To God We Trust."
11111
'
Boston has the oldest subway system in
the.United States.
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A Peep Into The Jeep Question
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Manning The Home Front
While we are all for the playground
project which opened Monday for our boys
and girls released from the dull routine of
classroom work last week, there is another
field of activity . . . one which cries aloud
for workers, which demands attention; a
field which can adequately be manned by
youth.
In today's issue of this newspaper appears an appeal from County Agent J. F.
Graham to merchants and their employes
to give some of their free time each Thursday when stores are closed, toward helping
our hard pressed farmers get in their valuable and abundant hay crops. We do not believe the county agent really hopes for
much relief of the farm labor problem
from this source; but rather had in mind
calling attention of business folk of the
community to the very serious oituation in
which our rural neighbors find themselves
today.
Last year at this time, an office was
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Washington—T h is story could
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ALLIES HAMMER FLEEING GERMANS—Arrows indicate Alred drives on the Italian front (black line) where the Germans
were reported retreating in disorder. Biitish Eistith army troops
pushed up the Liri valley while the French drove a wedge into
German defenses in the central sector. Americans closed in on
the port of Gaeta. Map shows part_ pf Hitler line under attack
by Allied forces. (AP Wirephoto).

Pennryile Postrcsipt
This one is printed for Dick
Gregory, Hylo Mohon, Ken Johnston,
R. A. Willard, Bill Pickering, Carl
Sparks and other individual enterprisers:
What do you think of government ownership of utilities, a local
gent asked another. I'm all for it,
came the reply, because when the
government owns everything, the
government will have to pay all
the taxes.
Mocking birds, are truly remarkable. The late Shell Smith proved
to me they chase cats. It is likewise
claimed they force snakes to steer
clear Rf their nests, by offensive action. Now, a pair' of these sweet
singers, but dead, has Banker Henry Sev,ison talking to himself.
It seems one of Henry's mocking
birds was found dead, near his back
porch. The mate, seen earlier with
a broken bill, committed suicide,
Henry thinks, by dashing against a
screen door. Remarkable, mocking
birds!
11111
Princeton Boy Scouts, hiking near
the Bluff last week, found an owl's
nest With one little owl and two
eggs in it. They put the youngster
in an incubator and the eggs under
a setting duck. Ma Duck pushed the
owl's eggs out of the nest, so they
didn't hatch . . . to the considerable
relief of her feelings, it is expected.
"Princetonians who get satisfaction
from poisoning pet dogs ought to be
required to visit the homes of children deprived of beloved canine companions ... and see if their pleasure
in getting rid of the dog is in proportion to the grief of the little
owners," a father who went through
such a sorrow last week told Pennyriler.

(-1
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By G. M. P.

size that he didn't understand it
that way. The salesman made bond
of $200.00 on the charges of obtaining money under false pretenses,
and departed. Mr. Wilson went home
without either his dollar or five
pairs of socks.
Walter Warring Mulbry, Jr., son
of the always urbane, suave and
efficient secretary of Senator A. B.
Chandler, was among 12 Kentucky
graduates of the U. S. Naval
Academy last week. If this Kentucky
lad is anything like his father, he
will add lustre to the State's glory
in this war.
Two news items in this week's
Leader give reason to doubt everybody is happy about Thursday afternoon closing, which began recently in stores here and then spread to
garages and filling stations. Closed
filling stations do not hurt farmers
. . . but if hardware stores, implerepair
ment dealers places and
shops are shut, material loss of time
could develop from breakdown to
farm machinery.
/111
Since this is a farming community
and our farmers have a gigantic
task to produce what Uncle Sam is
asking them for this year, to help
speed victory, the news items are
.
pointedly important.
The "Worry Wart" at our house
has been cultivating "Tempy" assiduously of late and, strange to say,
peace reigns between them. This affects Poppy adversely, since this
small bundle of feminine dynamite
abhors girls . . . and boys, at certain
stages, will not tolerate the fair sex.
Still and all, Popp y wins the
marbles.

laughing matter.
commission
The Federal Trade
here in
is resuming, he
Washington to determine what, if
has
any, manufactnring company
impression
the right to convey the
of
that they are the producers
these
out
turn
will
and
"jeeps"
sturdy little vehicles after the 'war
for numerous civilian purposes.
Editorial writers, some members
of Congress and some industrialists
have taken the''FTC apart for spending money and the time of scores of
witnesses, many of them in war
work, to delve into this matter in
the midst of global war. I think the
FTC has been done 'a grave injustice on this score.
So far as this case is concerned,
and many others for that matter, the
sole responsiblity of the FTC is to
halt "false or misleading advertising." When complaints are laid before the commission which, on the
surface, appear to have merit, it is
the duty of that agency to act as
soon as possible. To delay simply
because we are at war might give a
"misleading" advertiser all the advantage he seeks.
If it is true, for example, that no
one company has the right to 'convey

the impression that it
producer of jeeps, then to
advertiser go on for the d
doing so would give him a,
trade advantage. On the other
if any one company has th,
sive right to that advantage, t
prive•him of it without a
investigation would be to
very things we are fighting
While there is no inter;
anticipate the findings of
I'm reliably informed tr„,
this stage are (
'at
officials'
that the "jeep" as the A'
Navy know it today isn't :(
of any one company.
several had a hand in
really the Army, working (A.
ments principally at the A
Md., provIng grounds that
final form.
. --A representative
oompany being "investigay
claims of others are being •
too) says his company is
that the Army "jeep" t,
adaptable to civilian needs
the postwar "jeep" may be
ent from it as a tractor is
tank.
There's only a slight
the hearings will develop w
named the "jeep." As far •I
find out, no one really laid
a copyright on the word. Se,
convinced that it came fro'.,
tastic character in a nor.
Others claim it's merely a dm,
of the old expression "j
"jeepers-creepers."

THINK ON.THIS

John I\ F

An action recently taken by the
largest of our Protestant denominations merits our personal considerachanging attion, for it reflects
titude of the organized church The
whole procedure, representative of
similar attitude within other religious groups, is to be condenmned
rather than commended.
The point to be made, whether
you are convinced as an individua:
or a group of the merits or either
position, is the unfortunate vacillating of the true position of the
church. I refer to the decision of
the Methodist Church in its recent
Kansas City assembly—a decision
which affixes its signature to a
document for full support of war.
This is not meant to be a pointed
criticism of this branch of the Protestant Church but a general comment on the kind of changing ,attitude which is eating its cankerous
way into the very life-blood of Christian truth.
Dr. Ernest Fremont Tittle, one of
Methodism's great and forceful
leaders, who has vehemently opposed this recent action, insists that the
Church has a mission which is eternal and universal and which does
not change in time of war. He is
deeply convinced that the Church
should pray for the welfare of the
soldiers but not for military victory.

"God is the Father of all
is not a tribal, deity." Tittl,,
we can pray that God's will is
but we cannot proclaim

khe

as infallibly knowing that
and our own preference
This important action by
church sets us to thinking.
the contrasting forces: War,
its appeal to force and hate;
tianity, to reason and love. W•
demand that the influenc(
Church be always on th,,
every effort seeking to
animosities and prejudic(are contrary to the spirit
ings of Christ. Certainly ;..
ods of the Savior and
of war are not team::
Let us, who trust the ‘:
carry us over this rock-b,.,
sis, be careful to discern ;
spirit of the Word of God. •
stand its progressive revels:.
we see the cross clearly-from all eternity as the one a
interpretation of life—a way of
sacrifice and brotherhood.
The Mississippi river DI
tributaries drain 19 states, or
two-fifths the area of the 1.7
Waialeole Mountain in the
waiian islands is believed the
test place in the world, with
erage of 460 inches of rain a

slat
Heart rending indeed the despair
of a little child at the death, in
agony, of an adored dog. In all htiman relations there is perhaps no
more touching and lovable an attachment than that of a boy for his
dog.
Out our. way, "Inky" died in convulsions last week; and grief was
profound among the neighborhood
children; for "Inky" was everybody's
friend, never known to offer even
I the faintest growl . . or to disturb
life or any sort-human, animal or
vegetable. Yet, "Inky" died.

MEMORIAL
•

DAY

He never asked more than to be a
friend; never gave less than his all
in kindliness and adoration to humankind.

PH

I would like to have as few sins
on my heart as had "Inky"; to have
as good a chance of happiness hereafter as he deserved. And finally, I'd
hate to have "Inky's" death upon my
conscience when I face, as I do
daily, his bereaved little playmates.
The sox and stockings salesman'
who did so well here recently was
handled a little better at Glasgow
last week, according to the Glasgow
Times, which had the following to
say on the subject in its issue of
May 18:
Greek met Greek on Jockey row
Monday when the temperaments of
Biner Wilson and wily sock salesman clashed with loud explosion.
The salesman was offering five pairs
of socks for $1.00 and after selling
several dozen ..pairs
-them, sales
began to lag and the spell he had
cast over his large audience began
to weaken. 'Throwing a dollar bill
in a sack with five pairs of socks,
he is reported to have asked, "Now
will anybody take these socks for
one dollar?" Bitter was the first of
several to come to life and get there
with a dollar. The salesman took
Biner's dollar, opened the sack ants
removed his dollar and offered him
the sack, saying, "You understand
of course that I aft selling socks,
nut money." Hiner refused the socks
end called In
Ise as
ha.

A

REMEMBER THE HEROES OF YESTERYEAR . .
They too fought boldly and well, for the
cause each in his time
believed in preserving! They — in real life
as in the pages of
the present generation's school
-books, have provided inspiration
for those who go forth in battle
today—to perpetuate ideals of
democracy. On this day we salute,
together with the heroes of
our own time—the nation's heroes of
yesteryear ...
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THE GARDEN Homemakers Of This District To
Meet At Madisonville, June 9

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
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Greedy Insects
Kill Themselves
(By Associated Press)
BATON ROUGE, LA.-Drs.
H. B. Humphrey and Jean Dufrency of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture at Louisiana
State university found that the
parasite which causes so-called
crown-rust disease, when it attaches itself to the oat plant,
causes the cells of the oat leaf
to give up their phosphorus.
But there's -drama even in this
battle between microscopic cells.
They say that the cells of the
host leaf sometimes deliver the
phosphorus so fast that it kills
the parasite and saves itself.

While at the moment this is
being written, garden soil is
still moist, and the forecast
promises more rain, yet, if this
summer follows the patteres of
returns
.means greater
summers past, dry times may be
Sonic aids in preexpected. As the quality of the
flock.
e
vegetables and their yields delosses and preventing
pend so largely on moisture, it
are:
behooves every gardner so to
eggs:
infertile
of
gtion
handle his soil that moisture
hatching seasoh - is
the
already there may be conserved
in keeping
ere is no point
and that any that may fall from
lo eat high priced feed.
now on may be
absorbed
later than June
Veteran at 14
th in not
promptly'.
(By. Associated Press)
Time
was
when
gardens
were
SALISBURY, N. C-Back in
sce Clean Eggs: Ample
stirred deeply, and one sign of
prevent
will
material
1941, before the war, 14-yeara well-done job was their dark
orit becoming spoiled.
old Donald King, a large lad
MR& RALPH RCEARCE
MYRTLE WELDON
appearance,
from
moisture-laattractive.
DOUBLE DATE BY PROXY-Unable to be home for
for his age, joined the Marines.
eggs are more
their wedding aniversaries, two Marine den soil brought to the surface.
do hot keep as well when captains in the south Pacific, Marion G. Mickelson and Paul R. Park, turned the task of celeHe was part of the first conAnother
was
that
churned
brating with their wives over to two other Marine captains as proxies. Shown during their tour
voy
which moved across the
of
Chicago night spots,
wives and their escorts have refreshments at the Drake hotel. Left look a "worked" garden was
Pacific after Pearl Harbor, was
Eggs Cool: Gother two to right are Capt. Russellthe
always
supposed
to
Good,
have.
Such
of
San
Antonio,
Rapids,
Texas;
Mrs.
Jean
Mickelson,
23,
Cedar
hold
and
times a day,
in the first landing at GuadalIa.: Capt. Reginald Hurvitux, Springfield, Mass.. and Mrs. Elizabeth Park, 25, of Detroit, Mich.
treatment, furthermore was givin a 001 place. Market
canal, and in 1933 he was
en on schedule; no week might
invalided home with a' leg
pass without a working.
wound. Then his dad, Fulton
Grown Seed
But, after each working, there
important
King of Kannariolis, decided
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
followed more or less wilting
Donald had better get back to
good grown clover seeds
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those Chas_ P. Brooks, Minister
of
the
vegetable
plants,
with
school, and let the Marine
ed to meet an increased who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county althen more or less rapid recovBible School 9:45.
most 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
Corps in on the lad's actual age.
and to reduce inporta- of
ery.
But
while
the
vegetables
Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
Morning Worship, 11:00.
Now Donald is 17 and as a
of high priced seed. Clover regular Leader
were
busy
repairing
the
damage
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Young People's meeting 6:00.
member' of Uncle Sam's Navy,
is a profitable crop for Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
their roots had suffered, here
Evening worship, 7:30.
he's all set to go out and finish
section. and yields are very
Mid-week Prayer Service, 7:00; was, figuratively, " absenteeism"
the job he started when he was
with
treated
well
land
on
but
realistically
reflected
in
Choir
Rehearsal, 7:45.
fourteen and a half.
z
nceton, Ky. April 15, 1924. ence Jewell Harris. Term belad phosphate.
their lowering in quality and in
it is planned to save Mx. W. L. Mays, the Star Auto- gins June 16th.
final yield.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
• • •
torn the second crap of red mobile representative of EddyIn the meantime, experiment
RIME DIEKEN,
Anal MARCIA/Urn ROW
it is considered better to yule, was in town today with 'q'rinceton, Ky. June 3, 1924. E. S. DENTON, Pastor ,
stations were proving that little,
in
it
is
before
9:45
A.
M.
Sunday
School,
crop
first
a new 1924 model Star. The Misses Lizzie Kingsolving and
if any, virtue lay in more soilHow women can meet "Today's inelude Mrs. W. 0. Towery, Caldbloom. When the first crop sty is a dandy looker.
Harry Long, Supt.
Elizabeth Dorr left for Lebanon,
stirring, but that the profitable
OPTOMETRIST
• • •
cut until after full bloom,
Friday where they will take a
11:A. M. "The Willingness of thing accomplished was the Challenge" will be discussed at well county, citizenship; Mrs.
production of the second
county,
Harrison,
Houkins
Princeton, Ky. April 22, 1924 six weeks' course at summer God."
PenPaul
meeting
of
the
annual
the
Phone 250
E. Main St.
itopping of weeds. So evolved
reading; Mrs. 0. L. Bristow,
may be substantially re- Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Day, an ante normal.
6:30 P. M. Youth Fellowship the recommendation to stir the nyroyal district of the Kentuckf
percent.
25
as
much
•
•t
•
bua
party of Eddyville friends, were
soil completely enough to get Federation of Homemakers at Daviess county, speakers
service.
tutting of red clover also here Sunday trying out the new
NOTICE-If you are
Princeton, Ky. June 17, 1924.
all the weeds, but no more the high school in Madiscnville reau, and Mrs. Thomas A. Smith,
7:30 P. M. Evening Service.
Suffering
the best hay.
Pr' ceton-Marion Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed McLin are redeeply than to do only that, al- on June 9, Principal speakers at Henderson county, publicity.
• • •
best seed crop is made
Other features of the program
with Arthritis or Rheumatic
joicing over the announcement
ways staying well above the the program, which opens at 10
Pains
toe second cutting, and the
nceton, Ky. May 23,1924 Mr.R. made by telegram that Mr. and CUMBERLAND
level of the vegetables' roots. a.m., will be Mrs. Ralph Scearce, will be roll call of counties by
nelds of hay comes from Clifton Wood, a popular Prince- Mrs. Robert Mason are the par- PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Furtlaer, this needs doing only Shelby county, president of the Mrs. Paul Harrison, district sec- SOMETHING CAN BE DONE
A. D. SMITH, Pastor.
crop.
ton boy, who is at present con- ents of a seven-pound baby girl,
when there are weeds. Also, the state federation; Miss Myrtle retary, Hopkins county; an- Write for FREE information to
a larger amount of most nected with the Higgins Drug who made her debut at HollySunday School 9:45.
HINSON'S INSTITUTE
soil's surface should be left as Weldon, state leader of home nouncements by Miss LaVerne
seeds are likely to be Store at Hopkinsville,
Morning worship 11:00.
has wood ygsterday. Mother and
level as possible as it was demonstration work; Miss Else Burnette, home demnstration 208 N. 10th St. Richmond, Ind.
during the _war, it is de- received notification that he babe both doing well. The tiny
Evening Service 7:30.
found that when soil was bor- Margrete Roed of the Royal Nor- agent in Hopkins county, and
special music by the Henderson
4444441111111.111111111lllllIllllll11111111111.111111111MINIIIMIIIIIIIMINI
that as much seed as passed successfully the phar- lady has been named Dotty
Prayer meeting each Wednes- rowed from the middles, to
wegian Information Service, and
be harvested this year. macuetical examination and is Jane.
day evening at 7:45.
make hills and ridges, the soil Miss Gertrude Dieken, home eco- county homemakers' double trio.
• • •
successfully produced in now a registered pharmacist.
moisture level fell below that nomics consultant. Mrs. B. F.
•
• • •
II county that are high in
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Princeton, Ky., June 27, 1924.
of the roots, antthe vegetables Whitmer, Muhlenburg county, Administratrix Notice
and in much demand are
-JOHN
N.
FOX
30,
1924.
Pastor
The name of Miss Perle HawPrinceton, Ky. May
roots district director, will preside.
suspended until their
All persons having claims
u, sweet clover, orchard Mrs. R. M. Pool went to Nash- thorne was on the list of secreSunday School Supt.-Leon- could dive to moist soil again.
Group singing will be led by against the estate of Sam 0.
red top, timothy, and les- ville Monday to attend the taries appointed Wednesday at ard Groom. .
An excellent tool is a sharp Mrs. Ingram Walker, and Mrs. Catlett, deceased, will present
Bluegrass seed can be graduating
Friday, May 26.
exercises • of the the National Democratic conhand hoe, with the blade held W. E. Butlers Henderson county, same, properly proved, on or bey produced on highly 1924 class of Ward-Belmont Col- vention at Madison Square 7:30 P. M.-Evitom Club meets flat with the soil's surface, and
and Rev. Howard J. Purdy of fore June 11, 1944, and all per.e soils, but most suit- lege, of which her daughter, Garden, New York City.
in the home of Mrs. John N. moved with a scraping motion. Madisonville will give the in- sons knowing themselves in• • •
equipment for this oper- Miss Mildred, was a member.
Fox.
Another is a garden plow, fit- vocation.
debted to the said estate will
a ndt available in the She was accompanied home
Sunday, May 28.
Miss Hawthorne is a cousin
ted with teeth, but with a slideOistrict committee chairman please come forward and settle.
hone 25
at this time. Alfalfa, Thursday by Miss Mildred and of the Hon. Urey Woodson, of
9:45 A. M. Churcr School.
'Mrs. Dollie M. Catlett,
hoe or scuffle-hoe that shaves taking part in the discussion of
Princeton. Hy.
high priced seed, is not two charming class mates, Miss- Owensboro. The appointment was
10:45 A. M. -:---Morrling Fellow- the soil as the plow is moved the subject, "Today's Challenge,"
Administratnix.
lllllonnormemneuesnam.
y produced here.
es Welch, of Nashville, and hororary, as Miss Perle did not ship. Message: "AStone Bearing forward.
Worker's
Council
ete information on. the Dale, of Eminence, Ky., who attend the convention, but it was Witness." The
ciety meets in the Annex.
en methods of produc- will be her guests through the a pretty compliment, even at will meet after this service.
Tuesday, May 30.
6:30 P. M. Pioneers meet in
esting, and caring for week-end.
that.
• • •
7:30 P. M. Cub Pack. No. 239
the Annex.
r seed are available, and
* * *
meets in Butler Highschool gym7:30 P. M. Evening Worship.
had on request.
Princeton, Ky., June 13. 1924. -1 Princeton, Ky. July 15, 1924.
Meditation: Organ music by nasium. The public is cordially
The following attractive young Mr. Godfrey Childress has finCleo Ingram. Everyone is invited.
Miss
medical
Miss
two-year
his
with
ished
enrolled
have
people
Army 01ficers
Wednesday, May 31.
to come worship to the
invited
University,
dancing:
the
State
course
at
Ballet
for
Scott
Maytie
English Fast
• 7:30. P. M.-Prayer and Study
Wood and will spend his vacation strains of sacred music.
Doris McGuirk, Ellen
Bargains for every one in the family, this time of year we find, that we can
Group.
Monday, May 29.
Associated Press)
Towery, Dixie Leonard Towery, with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
8:30 P. M.-Choir rehearses.
Army Anzio Beach- Eunice Adair Dollar, and Flor- Wylie Childress.
10:00 A. M.-Ladies Aid Soclean our stock on spring and winter merchandise and really give our customers a
Italy-A six-foot, bass
big saving. Many more items not listed.
hairy chested sergeant
the cause of equal
for men in the Army
Corps.
BARGAINS FOR ALL!
get me wrong-hs0
at the girls," grinned
Eugene Riley, 24, of Heri55., "but being a regCLOSE OUT
nurse myself I'd like to
nurses get a break."
having worked for a
is industrial
hospital
superintendent, Riley
Fine quality suiting fabric in brown, blues,
Plaids and Checks - All Wools and
the service.
and greys ... Sizes 29 to 42.
Wool and Rayon
joined the Army I
GOOD SELECTION NOW
kris a month as a pririd Riley. "When my
leers were inducted as
tieY started out as secOUT THEY GO!
ts at $180 a month.
had the same qualificamay be only two
&WO= Tim WAR IS OYMR, there
'dads of people in America.•.
11. those who won( to work.
1.show who deo to with
the fortunate group who will still be
If
rk you want to be in
join Gulf's "Anti-Breakautomobiles,
4 Only-Men's Black
in
work
to
do it? Just come in for
you
do
How
today.
down" Club
$5.00
LEATHER JACKETS
Plains
All
Wool
and
Checks,
Plaids
and
Plant
Gulf's Protective Maintenance
Rayons
Part
Wool
deGulf
care.
car
in
ts
4 Only-Boy's Ztland, Pile Fabric lined
This plan was conceived by cape
maintenance is a most important
REAL BARGAIN
veloped it because car
get
to
automobiles
workers use
$4.00
COATS
civilian job.(8 out of 10 war
to work.)
2 Only-Men's Zeland, Pile lined
the
,either gets warm, eggs
good
of producing
greater. Prevention of

News From The Past At The Churches

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

DEPENDABLE I
INSURANCE'

John E;Young, Agt

,Month End
Clearance

Women's Jackets
$4.00

Women's Skirts
*2.00

preds

LADIES' SPRING

Pratecniee Nohtenance
2

A Grand Selection To Choose From
(Plus 20% Federal Tax)
Pt Prompt attention to all
fiolt us for a loan. Get
'kWh of our service
today.
Plonk ihe rumber below.
kwU re noo To
14,11 ead Wooten

THZ AMERICAN Petroleutn Institute
recommends changing oil regularly. It's
equally important to use a good motor
oil like Oulrpride. "The World'. Finest
Motor Oil,"or Gulflube,an extra-quality
oil that coots a few cents lees.

Una May Nesmith,
14*Niter
114 IN% Market St
• RV.

MEN'S.ALL-WOOL

AIR-PILTH#and
diator flushing spark-plug cleaning.raA clean filter help give better
mileage.
makes gas burn
ec
onomically;
more
clean radiator dawn plugs add power;
*
prevents over
-heating.

SPRING LINE - SAVE NOW
NAVIN/ POWS!, THE ATTACK... DON'T WASTE A DlOPO

•••ifie hear car cam *day•••
*avo/d braheams *frittairow

6.00
1

Another Group

••.

airtime hoilarts
NW.

$5.00

LARGE SELECTION
Better Grade Spring

DRESSES
$2.00 to$6.00
Single Blankets
Colors - A Good Camping Blanket

air

escostaserso
4Ebould
roe overo.

SAVE, BUY NOW - - GROUP WINTER ITEMS
CLEARANCE PRICE!

80% Wool, 15% Cotton, 5% Rayon

SUITS

NV AN APPOINTIMIER
To help your Gull Dealer do a
thorough Job vs your car,
snake as appointment.Phone
speak eoldni at the statism

$2.00

COATS

Hand Bags
$1.00 to $4.00

5.2ves those 6eathys
14pistbn daysoad
4:?

MEN'S PANTS

$24.75

Jib

3.00

PRICED FOR CLEARANCE

ii
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State Fair Will
Feature Champions
Again
Of TanbarkFreedom"

DuPont Lodge and
Park Cabins Popular
With Early Guests

"Food For
Is Theme Of Event To
Be Held At Churchill
Downs

At a meeting of the Kentucky
State Fair Board in Frankfort,
It was decided that the 1944
State Fair will be 4held August
28 to September 4 at Churchill
Downs, Louisville. The home of
the Kentucky Derby was selected
as site for the 1944 Fair because
of the lease to the Girdler Corporation Fairgrounds buildings
for war' work.
This year's Fair will be the
first held since 1941. Churchill
Downs is ideally suited for use
by the Fair and there will be
more than ample accommodations and space for every ac- STRICKEN SEABEE HOME WITH FAMILY—Chief Electrician's
tivity. Elliott Robertson, com- Mate Jake R. Gallion is greettd by his daughter, Mrs. Bette
missioner of agriculture and Smith, and meets for the firs: Arne his grandson, Michael Smith,
President of the State Fair 14-months-old. A navy transport plane arrived in Los Angeles
New York bringing home the 42-year-old Seabee stricken
Board, said that undoubtedly from
with acute lymphatic leukemia in London. (AP Wirephoto)
the Fair this .year would draw
record crowds.
It is planned to make the
theme of the Fair "Food for
Memorial Fund: W. C. Sparks, Wilson, Seth Wigginton, Albert
Freedom" and the agricultural
exhibits will emphasize the im- $20; Mrs. R. D. Garrett, $5; Miss Walker, J. E. Hillyard, Rubel
portant part the farmers of Ken- Katherine Garrett; $5; Ameri- Akridge, Miss Jacqueline Woodtucky are taking in successfully can Legion Auxiliary, $5; Mrs. ruff,Dr. Brockmeyer and son,
bringing the war to a victorious C. C. Bishop, $5; Mrs. James A. H. Byrd, Colored..
Ridley Holland, 50 cents; Nick
conclusion. Among the other in- Wells, $2; Mrs. M. G. Willingteresting exhibits will be cap- ham, $2; Rev. J. N. Fox, $2; Mrs. Baker, 50 cents.
Negro Unit; Mrs. Ella Collier,
tured enemy war material.
Roy Towery, $5; Mrs. H. D. BenFeatured will be the Grand nett, $2; Mrs. W. C. Rice, $3; Chairman. Fifteen one dollar enChampionship Horse Show in Mrs. Glenn Cash, $2; Mrs. J. J. listments. Many others contributtotal
which the finest five-gaited sad- Rosenthal, $2; Mrs. Grayson ing smaller amounts,
amounting to $25.00.
dle horses in the country will Harrelson, $3.
Mesdames Ella Collier, Mary
be entered. Premiums have been
One Dollar enlistments: Mrs.
generously provided for all de- F. G. Wood, Mrs. Brad Lacy, Crider, Ethel Baker, Carrie
partments. The State Fair office Mrs. Gus Jones, Mrs. Trice Leach Ruthie Bollon, Mary
at the Fairgrounds in Louisville Yates, Mrs. William Tyrie, Mrs. Jones, Ira Calvert, Cleatis Wumis already busy booking exhib- Lacy Cunningham, 'Mrs. Boyd belduff, Sarah Howell, Q. V. Fox,
its and Midway attractions and Satterfield, Mrs. Faye Newman, Mary Tinsley, Jewell Forbes,
other features for the big show. Mrs. C. A. Woodall, Mrs. Gene Wioma Dorr, Ophelia Groom,
The catalog and premium lists Chandler, Mrs. W. L. Granstaff, L. R. Collier.
are in preparation and will be Mrs. B. C. Goodell, Mrs. Beatie
sent out as soon as possible to Harmon, Mrs. Macie Cartwright, ACPA Annual Meeting
all prospective exhibitors Mrs. King Satterfield, D. W. At U. K. Next Spring
The annual meeting of the
throughout the State. Mean- Woodruff, Melvin Fralick, Mrs.
while, persons interested in a Albert Cartwright, Mrs. Vallie Amer i can College Publicity
specific department of the Fair Peters, Mrs. A. H. Gregory, Mrs. Association will be held at the
may communicate now with J. J. L. Small, Mrs. John H. Wat- University of Kentucky, Lexingson, Miss Lola Wind,• Miss Sal- ton, next spring, according to
lie Wylie, Miss Maggie Wylie, action of that body taken at the
Mrs. Shellie Patten, Mrs. M. H. 1944 convention held this month
Carlson, E. T. Hillyard, Mrs. Hor- in Chicago.
vey Leech, Mrs. Burt Keeney,
Mrs. John McLin, Mrs. C. H. Finds Ring Lost In 1915
Gaddie, Mrs. Shell Smith, Mrs.
(By Associated' Press)
W. L. Cash, Mrs. R. M. Pool,
ONAGA, Kas.—Twenty-nine
Mrs. Thomas McConnell, Mrs. years ago a tornado struck
Hewlett Morgan, Mrs. Hillary the Berges home near Onaga
Barnett, Mrs. Fannie Pool Hulan, and wrecked it, killing Mrs.
(bb Enlistments: Mrs. Mallo- John Berges. The other day
ry Forter, Chairman; Mrs. V. T. Donald Berges was
playing
White County Chairman; Dr. in a field and found the wedHallie Watt, $2; Enlistments at ding ring his grandmother had
One 4-room dwelling in $1: Mrs. W. G. Shoulders, Mrs. been wearing the day she was
good condition, garage and Goodwin, Mrs. Mallory Porter, killed.
out Buildings on N. Harrison Mrs. Cora Newsom, Mrs. H. P.
St. one block from business White, Mrs. J. E. Thomas, Mrs. Microscopic Reds
district. $2,650.00, $1150.00 R. J. Kannady, Mr. Shellie Cal(By Associated Press)
Cash, Balance $16.00 a mon- houn, Mrs. V. T. White, Mrs. LA JOLLA, Calif.—The
"red
Sanath White, Mrs. Robt. McAlth.
water" which sometimes discollister, Mrs. Jack Pool, Mrss. Herors the ocean along California's
One modern country home, man Sizemore,
seacoast is not caused by the
five room dwelling, with Others donating fifty cents and stirring up of bottom sediment
lights; bath, hardwood floors, less: R. White, Mrs. Herman Ben- but by millions of microscopic
basement, furnace and ven- da, Mrs. Harland Wood, Mrs. plants, according to W. E. AlRoyAdams, Mrs. Etta Taylor, len,
tian blinds.
assistant professor of bioloMrs. D. D. Rogers, Mrs. Hue!
gy at the University of CaliforGarage, Brooder House, all Pepper, Mrs. Orvil Smith, Mrs. nia's
Scripps Institution of
situated on 16 acres of land, Jim Hobby.
Oceanography.
Fredonia,
Mrs.
Byrd
Guess,
six acres cleared. $5,200.00.
Chairman.
Memorial Fund: Floyd Jones, Pigeons By Parachute
$2; Wm. Young, $2; Byrd Guess, PRETORIA—Dropped by parachute from Allied aircraft thou$2.
One dollar enlistments: Hen- sands of South African pigeons
ry Leeper, Floyd Ordway, J. A. are helping the Allies to keep
Insurance—Real Estate in touch with partisans in
C. Wherley, assistant Fair mana- Greece, Crete, Yugoslavia and
Agent
ger and superintendent at the tither countries under Nazi
domifairgrounds.
nation.

FOR
SALE

the old Brunson Inn after establishment of Cumberland Falls
Park and who gave it the name
of "Moonbow Inn" which has become famous, will resume management of the Inn when it
opens, Decoration Day. A service
that has been absent from Moonbow Inn the last 2 years ,will be
given this year. Full breakfast
will be served ui the dining
room each morning. Other meals
may be had at Dupont Lodge
and sandwiches will be' served
at Moonbow Inn throughout the
day.
Managing Dupont Lodge this
year age Mrs. Eva Sparrow, of
Corbin, and Mrs. Lula Collier, of
Lexington.

Livestock
Deaths-Funerals Steady Here

Worry of

Joe Deka"

Don't be embarrassm
false teeth slipping, ci
f
wabbling when you eat
laugh. Just sprinkle a inn.
TEETH on your plat:
pleasant powder gives
able sense of addvd security by holding plat
.
firmly. No gummy, goo
;
taste or feeling.
(non-acid). Get FAST
any drug store.

Market Holds
Monday

Funeral services for Joe DeBoe, Fredonia resident who died
Thursday, May 18 at the home
of his daughter, Mrs. Kell Sullivan, were held Friday at the
Walnut Grove Baptist church.
Burial was in the Fredonia
cemetery.
He is survived by another
daughter, Mrs. Lonnie Rowland,
Fredonia, and three sons, Johnnie Raymond DeBoe, U. S. Navy,
Fred and Kenneth DeBoe, of
Fredonia.

In the first two weeks in May
can be accepted as indicative,
more people will visit Cumberland Falls State Park in 1944
than in 1943, Russell Dyche, director of the Division of Parks,
announced. Not only has May
attendance shown an increase
over last year, but patronage of
Commercial forests cover 58
DuPont Lodge, which is open
percent of North Carolina's area.
the year around, and of the cabins, which were opened May 1„
There are at least 13 different
Eyes of children usually do not
is growing daily.
three kinds of maple trees in the
move in unison until
Mark Hardin, first operator of months after birth.
United States.

2
Days
Only!

Fat cattle and cows were
.teady with last week's sales on
Princeton livestock market Monday, Dugan Ordway, manager,
reported. Sales totaled 1115 head.
Medium butcher cattle topped at
$13.50; baby beeves at $15; No.1
veals at $18.60, and hogs at
$12.50. Hogs are reported to be
hard to sell at satisfactory prices.
Everybody Reads The Leader

FALSE TEE?
Slipping or

OWL SHOW!

T

as the Skipper n hose
said tho'd tellow
him into Ilirohito's
bathtub and
almost did!

completely
NOTE—This is
performance from
separate
and
Saturday show
regular
separate admisa
requires
sion ticket.

7111FITT!

GARFIELD

but something's

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

as the Ii -; meriran
liehting man to sel
loot on Jai) soil!

headed your way
—and we don't
mean Cleopatra's
barge! it's the
U.S. Submarine
Copperfin —
and her sealed ,
orders read—

ORIS:
onkel.s epic of themes
who give the "poolmioer
that seeds eor bombers
raining eumsd death ou
Tojo's holes tow.-

"He's making it hot
5or the Saps right ISSw
sad when he gets back,
he'll make it heaven
for met"

DANE

ROBERT

CLAD()

FIVION •

WARNER

.

NIIERSflil

ALAN HALE • JOHN IIIHOELI • WILLIAM NUKE

C. A. Woodall

TONIGHT
FRIDAY
Plus These Short Units!

SATURDAY * 2 HITS!

e;teivo,t4a WHITE SPECS!

THRILLS! .. ACTION! . .. SUSPENSE!
Molded Into This Mighty Serial
Adventure!

ROD CAMERON
JOAN MARSH
cicANi5
REN:17
:
04s
LIONEL ROYCE
A RL
'
DIIE7L
SF RIAt m A

z-011-11A1TVPROGRAM WITH—

TWO TOP ACTION STARS IN A MIGHTY HIT!
SILL ELUOTT*TEX RITTER
-

Crisp Connie.,flawlessly etyled!
You'll wear them everywhere.
love them for their chic, their
versatility, their unequalled
ilatteryl Fine quality buckskin.

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

Oil Judith Linden

CRP TO

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
CAN EV
STARK DRAMA NO FICTION
Out of

pages of
past
this tale
the sei

Blood given by civilians on
the home front will save the
lives of soldiers on the battle front . . . soldiers giving
eyes and limbs to keep this
country safe!
Caldwell County has been
asked to furnish 75 volunteer
dotnire for The -Ainetiaan Red
Cross Mobile Blood Donor
Service in Henderson, Ky.
on June 13.

Won't you give your pint of
blood to save a soldier's life?

$5.00 & $5.95
Other White Styles
$3.95 to $7.95

BLOOD
WILL
TELL!

BORAH MDINEVITCH and his HARMONIC t RASE.
TRAVEL TALK—"PICTURESQUE MASsACIICSE'llS
LATEST NEWS OF THE WOE! It

. . . The need is urgent!
Phone 404 or 511 today • .
NOW! Transportation will be
furnished.

Plus These Delightful Short Units!

COLOR CARTOON— SNOW SPORTS

COMING! JUNE 1 -2

Churches. Clubs
Society. Personals

Phone 50
Dorothy Ann Davis

ER?
CR"
GARET
DSAy
•
HAL

Ikhord5On
Baptist Church,
e First
aria, of Miss Laurine
Joe and Cpl. .Itunes
Richardson took place
afternoon,
o'clock Sunday
H. G. M.
Rev.
tne
0, with
officiating.
Richardson is the oldest
C. B.
r of Mr. and Mrs.
Fannersville. Since her
been
has
a she
Bell
tl° sy the Southern
here.
e Co.,
jbeliardson, stationed at
Bernardino, Calif. Is ,the
Mrs. LeRoy RichMr. and
employed by
was
He
c R. R. before entering
two years ago.
jots at the wedding
Richardson,
\ilss Frances
bridegroom and
,f the
.
.1. H. Nabb.
'Richardson will return
in
the Army Air Base
nordino and Mrs. Richdl remain here.

Mrs. Caddie Hostess
To U. D. C. Members

Hospital News

But Can

Personals

Mrs. Kenneth Spickard left
Mrs. Charles Gaddie was hostess to members of the Tom Wednesday for Pensacola, FlorJohnson Chapter of the U. D. C. da, where she will visit her
at her home on Washington husband, stationed in the Navy
Street, Saturday, May 20, at there.
• • •
2:30 o'clock.
During the business session,
Mrs. Marie Sedberry bas reofficers for the coming year turned from a visit with relawere elected: president, Mrs. tives in Louisville.
• •.
Homer Purdy;
vice-president,
Mrs. Gilbert. Andrews. and
Mrs. C. E. Gaddie; second-vicepresident, Mrs. J. L. Walker; baby have recently moved here
chaplain, Miss Margie Amoss; from Greenville. Mrs. Andrews
Taylor; is the former Marilee Jones.
historian, Mrs. Fred
• • •
Jadob;
registrar, Mrs. Edwin
Mrs. James Fleming and chilsecretary-treasurer, Mrs. McKee
Thmpso n; assistant-secretary dren, of Bardstown, moved here
and treasurer, Mrs. Emery Dob- this week, following Mr. Flembins; and reporter, Mrs. G. R. ing's induction in the Army
Mrs. Fleming is the former SaNewman.
rah Jane Jones.
• • •

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Ky
•5

Mrs. Bernie Turley, Fredonia, continues to improve. ,
Miss Hazel Russell, Princeton,
By VIVIAN BROWN
appendectomy
underwent an
(By Associated Press)
NEW YORK—Yes, sir, Lieut- keveral days ago, and continues
enant. Your wife is back in to improve.
Mrs. George Herndon, Dawson
school again—only this time she's
Road, is improving after treatlearning how to cook.
At a packed session of the ment for burns she, received
Wartime School for Housewives, about a month ago.
Glenn Croft, Marion, will. be
sponsored by the New York
this week.
dismissed
CommisFood
Emergency
State
Mrs. H. B. Lyon, Marion, ension, I joined the wives in learnhospital Monday for
ing howi•to get every available tered the
a fractured ankle.
vitamin in a beef stew, to pre- treatment for
Mrs. R. T. Mayes, Fredonia, is
pare a one-dish meal and a few
different ways to cook the same
old meats.
A majority of the students are
newlyweds with husbands in the
service, anxious to learn how to
cook well and economically, in
Birthday Dinner
Mrs. Lala. Barnett returned
points as well as money.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood were
from Tampa, Florida Saturday
There are cooking demonstrahosts at dinner on Mother's Day
night, after visiting her daughtions, round table discussions,
honoring the first birthday
ter, Mrs. Herbert Lewey and SISTER GREETS HERO-BROTHER—Edith Gentile, 19, threw lectures and exhibits. A dramaanniversary of their grandson,
Dr. Lewey. Mrs. Barnett is re- her arms afound her brother, Capt. Don S. Gentile, top American tized shopping tour on the stage
C. M. Wood 111. Guests were
the European theater, as he returned home to
elieG
covering from an OPeration she fighter pilot in
a family of four
Piqua, Ohio, to find a tumultuous welcome awaiting. Gentile illustrates that
Lieut. and Mrs. C. M. Wood of
underwent
while
there.
can be fed on $11.99 a week.
and
neighbors
admiring
home
by
into
his
carried
was
literally
Mrs.
and
Mr.
C.,
S.
Beaufort,
• • •
.
friends. (AP Wirephoto).
It won't be surprising to find
Rice Hostess
Harold A. Wynn of Providence,
Norman
Bromley
left Mon- Carolina, left Friday after a brief
Rub fly paper stains with ben- window sills dotted with flower
and great-grandmother, "Mimi"
•thodist Group
day for Louisville, where he
pots—because every good little
on a soft -cloth.
No. 2 of the Women's BrOwn, also of Providence.
took entrance examination for visit with Lt. Wood's parents, zine applied
housewife, says the school, should
of
Service,
Christian
of
the Navy. He is a graduate of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood of
Save small ends of candles to grow greens. Herbs such as roseMemorial Methodist
Program
College
On
the 1944 class of Butler High Hopkinsville Street. Lieut. Wood place on logs when making a mary, chives, dill, mint, sage,
Monday
net at 7:30
'Virginia Joiner, of Princeton, School.
is located at the 'Naval Air fire as they will start a blaze savory and tarragon can be
Kay 15, at the home of participated in a two piano ren• • •
grown in these kitchen victory
in a short time.
Station at Beaufort.
Rice, on Highland
dition of "Intermezzo" by Bizet
Miss Audie Green has return- Personels
pots and used to flavor soups,
Garlic cooked in the kettle with gravies and salads.
in a recent closing recital pre- ed to her home near Murray for
had
Jaggers
Craddock
green beans gives them a new
Wilted lettuce sounds soggy,
sented by the music and expres- the summer vacation.
Homey Taylor, Jr., has return- flavor.
• • •
of the program. Mrs. Mon departments of Blue Mounyou learn how to prepare
but
Tenn.,
Chattanooga,
from
ed
Wylie presented a skit, tain College, Mississippi. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred E. Nave where he has been a student at For an interesting new flavor it as we did—yum, yurn. Here's
NurChildren's
a
about
Joiner is a daughter of Mr. and of Evansville arrived Wednesday McCallie School the last year.
4 teaspoon of how:
1
in spice cake add /
ora city. Those taking Mrs. Harry Joiner, Madisonville, for a visit with her parents,
• • •
Chop up some fried crisp barind.
orange
grated
Mrs.
sere: Mrs. Jaggers,
con, remove from its grease, pour
Rev.
and
Mrs.
J.
F.
Street.
Claycombe,
Jr.,
has
Mrs.
Creasey,
Jewell
Sartin, Mrs. E. S. DenSausages and sweet potatoes /
4 cup vinegar, tablespoon of
1
They are enroute home from returned from a visit in DenJacqueline Sartin.
Williams
make a tasty dish when baked in sugar, salt and pepper into the
S.
.I.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Chicago, where they have been ver, Colorado.
a short business session, and Mrs. Henry Hale were vis- on vacation.
• • •
layers in a shallow pan with the bacon grease, put bacon back intoss served refreshments itors in Hopkinsville Monday
• • •
to mixture and stir all together.
Detroit, addition of I/4inch of water.
David
Berryhill,
Mrs.
K.
following: Mesdames
Pour while hot over shredded
Miss
Betty
Jane
Little,
of In- Mich., spent last week-end here
kitchin
metal
To protect the
t, Craddock Jaggers,
lettuce.
dianapolis, Ind., left Monday af- with friends.
en cuttlery,.rinse off in cold waSartin, M. H. Carlson,
ter a visit with Mr. and Mrs. C.
and
McChesney
Mrs.
Bedford
after
water
warm
then
and
ter
Yates,
Trice
Bennett,
Use laundry bleaches carefulL. Bromley and family, South Don, are visitors in Memphis,
cutting citrus fruits.
Hoffius, Grayson Harralmay cause
ly as too much
Seminary Street.,
week.
this
Tenn.,
Henry Keeney. E. S. Den• • •
• • •
After using a steam iron, re- holes.
Towery, Frank Wylie
Lieutenant and Mrs. C. M.
Never clean enameled utensils move water and store with the To prevent carrot waste, scrape
Housewives Can Help
Jacqueline Sartin.
Wood, Jr. and little son, Charles with harsh cleansing powder or cap off to dry out the inside of carefully with knife or an apCircle will meet June 19,
ple corer.
the iron.
Mills 111, of Beaufort, South sharp instruments.
By Using Up Present
home of Mrs. Otho TowAdvice
Surplus,
Hopkinsville Street.
Caldwell county poultrymen
are asked by the government to
U. D. C.
produce approximately 685,245
ion
dozen eggs this year, four perattending the Dis- cent more than in 1943, as their
EXCLUSIVE LADIES' STORE
vention of the U. D. C. part in the Food for Victory
Methodist Church in program, the National Poultry
Wednesday were Mes- Defense Committee announced
a L. Terry, C. E. Gaddie, this week.
Purdy, Edwin Jacob,
This county goal can best be
Dobbins, and Miss Vir- reached if housewives take full
!lodge. Mrs. Carliss Wai- advantage of the present egg
st Smithfield, president of surplus and plan more menus
How about taking summer
tucky Division of U. D. calling for greater use of eggs,
Ziousame
to
present, and luncheon thus encouraging farmers
way?
the cool and easy
ed at the church.
maintain high production, deLeon
clared Committee Secretary
Tod.
Recital
Just fortify yourself with
meet
In urging poultrymen to
piano pupils of Mrs.
out
pointed
McCaslin Davis will be the 1944 quota, Todd
abundance
plenty of spanking-fresh
ted in recital Friday night, that the current egg
serious
26. at Butler High School may be followed by a
liquidate
urn, at 7:45 o'clock, in- shortage, if farmers
play clothes and take the
flocks beof Thursday night, as some of their laying
of
dispose
ly announced. The pub- cause of inability to
now.
humidity• in your stride!
eggs at profitable prices
cordially invited.

She Cook?

More Eggs Asked
Of County Flocks

im11,4111111111111111111111111

Improving.
The condition of Mrs. Laban
Kevil remains unchanged.

•

The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Cadwell Micheal Boettcher, Mechanic Street,
on the birth of a daughter Janice Louise, May 21.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Shore,
Hopkinsville Street, on the birth
of a daughter, May 20, at Princeton Hospital.

"Swagger rwosomel
Tailored for town ... this
trim two-piecer of plaid
gingham and Sport Lin
Spun Rayon. In Black
with Gold, Navy with
Pink,or Brown with Blue,
$7.95
sizes 12 to 18

A perfect summer evening
washable date dress...
cool, crisp, and slightly
casual! White Waffle
Weave Pique trimmed
with bands of heavy white;
lace ... and smart chalk.
white buttons Sizes 12 too

18

t• •• •5194

•
You will find just what you

101101.1111
.
IIMIIIMOMMIONI.11111

want in Barnes hand-picked collection of smart summer things.

PLAY SUITS

COTTON SLACK SUITS

Silk
Ginghams, Shantung and Wash

$2.50 to $3.95

$8.95 and $10.95

SUN BACK DRESSES

SHARKSKIN SLACK SUITS
$10.95 to $14.95

$2.95.

Stunning Styles in Cottons

$4.95 and 8.95

SLACK SUITS
GABARDINE SLACKS
$3.95

A. H. TEMPLETON

Gabardine and White Duck

$1.95 and $3.95

Glen Plaid woven Seersucker
skirl plus white Butcher Linea
(spun rayon)jacket trimmed la
plaid. . equals one smart sum-'
mer suit! And it's washabief
White with Blue, Orange ot

Green, sins 12 to IS.

GOLDN AMER'S
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

SUS

SCHEDULE

Friendship News

Still Time To Use
Nitrate On Crops

(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
(Last Week's News)
Mr. and Mrs. Urey
been
of Phoebus, Va. who have
relato
visit
months'
here for a
tives, have returned home.
Luther Hays was in Paducah
serving
a few days last week
as juror in Federal court.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Adams
were in town Saturday.
visited
. Cecil Moore and family
Sunday.
Croft's
Herman
at
Miss Joyce Traylor is spending
in
her vacation with relatives
Detroit.
Nelson Darnell had the misfortune of losing a fine milk cow

last
Hue Hart
.01rif I toci
meanlabs t ni
mhotm
c
ndtaywoere us
i p
sra

Farmers are g
ThursEddy Creek,
pgelaanrts.th
dios
how
Farmers who wonder
Lesday, with Mrs.
to
esthilactpr
co gersoeunntd;sTtnoeur
ammonium
use
late they can
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How To 1(111 It
You must reach the germ. Get
THE ELECTRICAL DOLLAR
35c worth TE-OL solution at any
BUYS TWICE AS MUCH
fungicide
powerful
A
store.
drug
Peneit
alcohol,
made with 90%
Although living costs for the
Our Company now has 174
trates. Reaches more germs fastaverage family have steadily inemployes in the armed services.
er. Feel it take hold on itchy,
creased since 1941, the cost of
Many of them are 'ghly skilled and
sweaty or smelly feet. Locally at
electricity has gone steadily downimpossible to repla . The fine co—adv
Woods.
ward. In 1943, our rate reductions
operation of the remaining employes,
effected a saving of $500,000 a
and their wihingnes to undertake
year in the cost of service to you'
additional responsi ty and work,
and other customers. Today the
has enabled us to 5fstinue providing
average home gets twice as much
first class service to you in spite of
electricity as it got nine years ago
the loss of this skilled manpower.
for the same amount of money.

Will Be Interested In This
Report To The Customers
of Kentucky Utilities Company

NO WAR PROFITS

Goodyear Engineering Corporation
J., Food production is
4a. a race against time.
"Hurry!" urges Uncle
Sam. An Allis.Chal.
mers WCtractor that
travels at twice the speed of horses
comes to the rescue.
You can "harness" your Allis-Chalmers tractor with Quick-Hitch Implements easier than you can hitch up a
team. A power lift relieves aching
muscles. You can couple the tractor
power take-off to your own one-man
All-Crop Harvester and harvest your
choice of 102 different crops..,alone.
Stop in and let us show you how this
newer and better farm power wiU
fit your needs.
MEW MOM II
Small trattor
oSonomy with
2.row power.
Etonamical.
hoick -hit oh
Impismants.
Hand or hydros,he Wt. Starts,
add lights.

Taxes paid by our Company
in 1943 totaled $2,369,968.32.
This is nearly equal to the
entire revenue we received
from the sale of electricity to
your homes. For every dollar
of revenue from residential
customers we pay 80 cents for
the support of federal, state
and local governments. If the
socialists take over the power
industry for the government, this tax would have to be paid
by you and others. We are glad that we can bear our fair share
of the cost of the war. However, we do most strongly object to
the immunity from taxes granted to government power jarojects
which go scott-free of federal taxes, thus placing additional
burdens on all other taxpayers — including you and us.

A LOCAL COMPANY WITH MORE THAN
1,000 EMPLOYES

Our Company employs a total of more than 1,000 operating
and construction workers, They received $2,184,434.24 in
salaries and wages from us during the year. More than 6,000
of the company's stockholders are residents of Kentucky.
APPLICANTS MUST BE '18 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER
AND ABLE TO PASS PHYSICAL EXAMINATION •
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Original Transportation Furnished and Federal Housing
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IF EMPLOYED IN ESSENTIAL WAR WORK DO NOT APPLY

Company and USES Representative, Will Be At

In a year marked by the
greatest industrial output in
all history, there has been no
shortage of electric p..wer.
Our Company has fulfilled
eVery electrical requirement.
No industry has had to wait
for electric power, because
long range planning by this
r'ompany has enabled us to
despite many handicaps.

To help you customers se
electricity economically, oil
properly care for and maintam
your electrical equipment, se
Company employs a staff d
trained Service Advisers, Mon
than 2,880 pieces of equipmel
were repaired in your bows
during 1943. Farm customers
have been aided in increasthl

WHAT OF THE FUTURE?
Our Company is keenly aware of its future responcibibo
to supply better service at lower costs. Our past record Ine.
rates this, fot as the use of electricity increased the cost hie
been reduced. You can expect this trend to continue as ygo
take advantage of the many new electrical services to be offeitil
by the industry when the war ends.
We are planning to help in developing new and edsti,1
industries in the 432 communities now served. Our Farm Send
Program has been stepped up to aid in developing rural area
.0
We aim to help the farmers improve production at less 0
Also, we are planning to provide employment for retunol
service men and women.
Thirty-one years ago when Kentucky Utilities Conipany itS
formed, its organizers little realized the tremendous part
16
'
tricity would play in the life of industry and business, end
especially in the home. As
we look into the future, electricity takes on still greater importance in our daily life. After
Victory Day the modern war
of living will be the Electefc
Way. And we promise you to
do our best to provide better
service at a cost that will enable
you to enjoy life to the fullest
— the Electric Way.

U. S. Employment Service, 203 E. 9th St.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Managed By Kentuckians, Operated By Kentuckians, For Kentuckians

May 25, 1944
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et The No.. 1 Killer •
Japan's Merchant Fleet

Page Seven
An Old Sevastopol Story

Bulger, Pa.—VP)—M.
W. Voye
tore down an old barn
recently,
and found a newspaper
nearly a
century old. It told of
the siege
of Sevastopol. Things
were different then—an allied
army led
by the English was attac
king but,
as today, carnage was high.
English casualties in a two-day
battle
were given as 38 offic
ers and
422 privates killed.
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Plastic Rivets
Santa Monica, Calif.—(JP)—
Aircraft engineers have designed
a plastic rivet that is inserted and
then expanded with compressed
OVER 500
air to clinch it in place. Engineers say it weighs less than
metal, saves time in assembly
DIFFERENT PATTERNS
and can be colored to match riveted materials.
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Teeth For Sea Wolves

4c to 15c
per roll

(By Associated Press)
PHOENIX, Ariz.—Four wolf
teeth—sought as good
luck
charms—are on their way to
four sailors aboard U. S. S.
Texas. E. M. Mercer of the U.
Fish and Wildlife Service
extracted the molars from Wolf
heads in storage.
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Hopkinsvilie, Ky.

Indians In Italy
(By Associated Press)
;ALGIERS—The first Indians
troops to set foot in Italy were
Jodhpur infantrymen, who held
the Salerno bridgehead for 18
days under a murderous artillery barrage. Now experienced
mountain fighters of the Indian
Army are in action in Italy.

Have a Coca-Cola = As you were

TO THE PRODUCERS OF MILK ...

In, and Adjacent to the Fredonia Valley Community:
We wish to state that we have comp
leted a modern cheese plant at
Fredonia, Kentucky. A picture of the
plant may be observed from this ad.
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We are in the market for whole milk for
the making of cheese. If
you, as a producer, have milk for sale
, we would appreciate your getting
in touch with Mr. Henry Prowell, who
js working at the plant. He can
most always be found at the plant duri
ng the morning. He will endeavor
to wo11 out some way4o get your milk deli
vered, if possible.
•

...a way to relax on a battleship
Hove
is a plarsia Owes regular Navy lingo for being
friaskiteit'sa signal dos spells out We are pets, aboard a bottom.= as ashore. hos Atlanta to the Seven Seas, Coca-Cola is
smogs. sha moos of the passe awl tvirabef,—has become
a "sabot of baggy comradeship in many lands:
0011111 POO ranioarrr or no COCA4C4A COSIMY IT

HOPK1NSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO

p.

b'.naesdt.popslat no...
to notAdia Moto* obbuovia,
$1.D•i& 71000*, you two
CoarColks"alai'Vole.

z
The gteater portion of all thecheese this
com
going to the government during the last two pany produces has been
years. It is desired and
necessary that good milk should be produced
, as nothing but the best in
cheese should be offered to the armed serv
ices. Producers should, at this
time, endeavor to produce all the milk poss
ible, and of a high quality, as
this is a great help in the war effort.
-

SOUTHERN GOLD CHEESE COMPANY
Fredonia, Kentucky
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BIGGER AND BETTER

Prevent Spring

Housecleaning Fires

Colossal Bargains!
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Are Needed To Help Caldwell County Meet
Its May and June Quota of 60,000 Dressings
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Report To The Workroom over A&P Store

and fits most folks needs

In view of unsightly conditions occasioned
ts
by quantities of refuse waste left on the stree
at various places throughout the town to be
hereby
hauled away by city trucks, the public is
ction of
notified that the trucks will make colle
third Saturrefuse waste only on the first and
days in each month. Please place this refuse
colWaste on the streets only in time for it to be
lected on the first and third Saturdays.

TUES., WED., AND THURS. 9 to 4
NIGHTS - TUES. AND THURS. 7 to 9

The RED CROSS
NEEDS YOUR HELP
AT ONCE!
movie film.
VILLAGE—These photos, from U. S. Army
AMERICANS isisrux FOR AN ITALIAN rs advancing against Germans along a narrow street
soldie
can
ng
Ameri
left), seek shelter as an exare described as showi
Soldiers move for ward cautiously (top rd (right). (AP Wirephoto
in an unnamed Italian village.om
forwa
face
falls
man
one
left), and
-plosion clouds the scene (bott
from U S. Army Signal Corps.)

Citizens in Support Oho War Effort
This Advertisement Is Sponsored By These Patriotic

Kentucky Rendering Works
Service Insurance Agency
Dr. W.L Cash, Mayor Bodenhamer's
Cornick Oil Co.

John Ed Young, Agt.
C. A. Woodall Ins. Agency
Dr. J. J. Rosenthal
Sula and Eliza Nall
Claude P'Pool

The Lillie F. Murphy Store
Bedford McChesney
Eldred Hardware Store
Oliver's D-X Station
Laneave's

V.

Thursday, May 25,

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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IN UNIFORMS

State Democrats
Show Confidence
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PROCESSED TO RETAIN SHAPE
.....,
Low Priced
Honey colored straws, leg-

,

Al

horns, Harmonizing brands. ----7-7------......___
•

$1.59
..
„

Mrs. Luella Lawrence, widow
(By Associated Press)
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WANTED: To rent or buy
Lincoln, Nebraska, is on fur- and a half pounds of edible meat.
modern five or six room
lough, visiting his mother, Mrs.
The official flag of Alaska was
house. Phone 396.
R. W. Brown and other relatives. designed by a 13-year old boy.
Itc

CLASSIFIED ADS

HSchool.

Better Rats
Smart Panama color, hand-

.4011

some Palm Beach; bright
bands.. . . True Sizes!

.
I

$1.98

11GOWIN & PAGE

Mrs. L B. Lawrence State Asks Title
Buried At Cadiz
Widow of Late Editor
Was III Last
Several Years

County Conventions To
Be Held June 24;
State Meeting, June 27

Their recruit training comPvt. Donald George, son of
Mrs. Frank Franklin, west Main pleted, those men will spend a
period of leave at home. They
St., is Stationed at Camp Hood,
are: Robert W. Asher, 24, husTexas. At the time of his inducband of Virginia L. Asher, R. R.
tion, he was employed at Los
1; George C. Holloway, 27, husAngeles, California. Pvt. George,
Virginia L. Holloway,
while in Princeton, was a cler- band of
. Ratliff St.; Robert L. Johnical employe for the State High- 109
25, husband of Virginia D.
way Department, and made his son,
Johnson, 210 Baldwin Ave.;
home Oith his mother and Mr.
John W. Quinn, 34, husband of
Franklin.
Margaret R. Quinn, 314 N. Semi• • •
Eighti Caldwell County men nary St.; Arnold,t.J. Stallins, 37,
Stallins,
are receiving their initial naval husband of Mary L.
indoctrination at the U. S. Naval 407 E. Shepardson; Woodrow W.
Training Center, Great Lakes, Vaughn, 30, husband of Helen
L. Vaughn, 207 McNary Ave.
Ill.
These 6 men are all from Prince
• • •
Their "boot" training consists ton. And from Fredonia: RodMrs.
of instruction in seamanship, ney S. Brown, 18, son of
military drill and general naval Pearl Brown, R. R. 4; and Eskel
procedure. During this period a 0. Manley, 20, son, of Mr. and
Manley, Route 4.
series of aptitude tests will be Mrs. Elbert 0. •
•
' •
taken by the recruits to deterLac; T. Cunningham. U. S.
mine whether they will be assigned to a Naval Service School N., who has been in the service
or to immediate active duty at since February is now in Hawaii
in the U. S. N. base hospital
sea.

...--

'HANDLEBAR HANK'
HEADING HOME

- •

PRINCETON, KY.

fIFEDERATED STORES

(Continued from Page One)
Commissioner Browning is anxious to have Kentucky, with
her great natural attractions,
come in for her fair share of
this highly profitable tourist
trade.
Speaking of Kentucky's. state
Park problems,.7while visiting
here, Commissioner Browning
said it appeared the State would
of necessity be forced to close
some of the less valuable of
these, so as to devote more of
the present meager appropriation to proper improvement and
development of the parks and
shrines which have'been proven
worth while. Many groups and
individuals with knowledge of
the parks problem, will be in
accord with this proposal, he
believes.
Questioned about prospect for

Returning Veterani
Get Loans Up To
Washington, vey_...A
House committee ele4
first barrier Tuesday m
to a compromise on •
program of veterans'
by agreeing that the
should lend servicemen
$2,500 to buy or build
purchase farms or b '
The
s nationalmo t nu vfeoos tts
pMrro.miBserowthniisng
dtil •etart
U.
the Caldwell Game me
Club
be etdo rbtearienctsca
ion cz
for
hb
erue Convenientbuilding
to
somewhere
ton on the Kentucky Lai,
said
coming and that he wiem
sonally interest himself
warding the plan.

Recent Shipments
at

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY
Include
• Spode China
• Wedgwood China
• Royal Worchester China
*Antique English Silver
• Antique Gold Leaf Mirrors
• Sterling Silver Flatware
• Antique Mahogany Secretary's
• Antique Prints
• Decorative Accessories,
both old and new
• Nettie Rosenstein Jewelry
• Hattie Carnegie Jewelry
• Trifari Jewelry
• Monet Jewelry
Our stock at the present time is more corn.
than it has been for months: An early visit will be
interest to our clients.

•

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY
Jewelry, Silver, China, Crystal
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

GOOD OLD FASHION BLACK EYED PEN
No points required. Delicious cooked with Bacon or Ham-hock.
Extra low pria

lb. bulk 8¢

Attention Farmers!

10 pounds 75¢

Cocoa

WONDER CAKES

Soft and absorbent, 100 sheet
sanitary roll, 6c

lb. 201t

GUEST TISSUE

Lemon

GEM COOKIES

lb. 14

Celophane

C

GINGER WAFERS

Now is the time to make your plans to
to grow more sweet potatoes.Our requirements will be larger and prices higher-(based on government support prices).

pkg.

15(

2 10¢ pkgs. 1W

Self-polishing for floors, shines
while it dries

ZERO

SIMONIZ

qt. btl. 19
(

Hershey Breakfast

pint

Lakeview, large tender sweet

COCOA

/
1
2 lb. pkg. 1 1(

SUGAR PEAS

No. 2 can

12 cans $1.65

Sweetheart—skin charm

TOILET SOAP

cake

lf

Crystal Pure

Arcady (dog food)

2 lb. pkg. 19
(

The celebrated rat poison, get
rid of the rats

GRAPE JAM

2 lb. jar IR

Buffs, already for use

WAFFLE MIX
pkg. 13
(
RAT KISS
Easy to prepare, most delicious
pkg.
HILLCREST TOMATOES, Hand Packed, No. 2
can 10¢ (requires no points)

25(

No Charge For Field Crates

Plant only NANCY HALLorPORTO RICAN

Faultless, requires no cooking

STARCH

Reduces dirt to nothing, especially fine for
cleaning venetian blinds

DOG RATION

Certified and approved seed or plants may be obtained by contacting
your County Agent or our office.

2 rolls 11(

Hey meets Girl
... ha bewitching
Whites!...les
Jolene's provoe.
ative Hollywood
Styling!

$5.00

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
HEAD LETTUCE

POLE BEANS

Cobbler

POTATOES
ROASTING gARS,

•

maintaateet

head 12ft

lb. 9/

New

10 pounds 27/t

POTATOES
Old Fashioned

each.

--

lb. 5¢; 4 lb.
wsnisap

APPtES.

Crisp and white

CELERY

FLORIDA LIMES

doz. 35(

Fresh Meat, Fresh Vegetables, Fresh
Fruits, etc. More for your Money all LW
time.

Kentucky-Tennessee Food Cooperative
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY

stalk 12
(

Oa
Arnold's

RED FRONT
CASH 4k

CARRY STORIES

